
 

 

Solis Standard Operating Procedure 

S6EH3P-50K- Generator Set up 

GEN Port version 1.0 

 

Overview 

 1- logging into the inverter locally  

 2- Generator Set up. 

 3- General Generator control diagram 

4- General Generator wiring schematic to the S6 3P Hybrid inverter 



 

 

Method 

 

Step 1.1:            

Log into the Solis cloud then click on the “Services” icon 
below.                                       

Step 1.2: Select Local Operation.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

  

 

                                          



 

                              

 

Step 1.5: Select Connect With Bluetooth Step 4: Select the inverter by serial number 

 
 

 

 

                                      

 



 

 

 

Step 1.6: log into the inverter   (First time user must create a 
password)                   

 

 

                                                                                                                                            

                                                               



 

 

2. Generator Settings   

Step 2.1: Select the Smart Port Settings to activate Generator 
selection                                            

Step 2.2: Slide the “With Generator” slider on 

     

Take Note on the Ranges and Ensure your SOC percentage is 1 %                                                                                                                
10% higher than your start Percentage.                                                                                                     



 

                                                                               

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

            

 

Step 2.3: Select Gen Power setting to set the Gen rated 
power and the Gen Max Charge Power 

Step 2.4: Set the GEN rated Power and Max Charge Power+ 

 

 

 

1. Enter the size of the generator that is being used.  

2. Select the Max Charge power the Gen can charge the 

batteries. 

3. Here you need to select where the Generator is coupled 

for example this Gen is coupled on the actual inverters 

Gen Port. 

4. Generally this setting is left to default “Grid”when 

connecting the Generator to the GEN Port.  

5. You need to set an SOC based on where you want the Gen 

to start. 

6. Set the Exit SOC for the Gen to stop.  

7. The Gen Signal needs to be on if you are using the auto 

start function. Refer to image …. 

 

 

 

NOTE: Do not exceed the rated power of the Generator as                                                                                              
could potentially cause an overload when heavy 
loads                                                                                                                    
are being drawn and running the Gen to charge batteries.                                                 



 

 

     3. Generator Control Diagram 
The generator start stop control is all based on the Gen ATS controller.  

NOTE: it is recommended you get into contact with the Generator installer or maintenance technicians in the wiring of the GEN control.  

GEN Port connection schematic 

 



 

  

3. Generator wiring schematic to the S6-3P Hybrid inverter onto the GEN Port                                 

 



 

 

                                                                                                                 

Generator Test Examples  
    # Gen Charging the battery at 1KW as instructed                              

     In Step 2.4and supplying the load with the remaining 

    500W  at max power rated of 1.5KW                 

#Gen  Stop as instructed at 85% 

  



 

  


